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Abstract
With the enormous amount of data stored in the World
Wide Web, it is increasingly important to design and de-
velop powerful web warehousing tools. The key objec-
tive of our web warehousing project, called WHOWEDA
(Warehouse of Web Data), is to design and implement a
web warehouse that materializes and manages useful infor-
mation from the Web. In this paper, we introduce the con-
cept of -web join in the context of WHOWEDA. -web
join operator is a web information manipulation operator
to combine relevant web information residing in two web
tables. Informally, it is the combination of web join and
web project operators which filter out irrelevant informa-
tion from a joined web table. In this paper, we show how to
construct the -joined web table and its schema. We also
highlight the benefits of the -web join operator.
1. Introduction
Currently, web information may be discovered primar-
ily by two mechanisms; browsers and search engines. This
form of information access on the Web has a few short-
comings [7]. To resolve these limitations, we introduced
Web Information Coupling System (WICS) [7], a database
system for managing and manipulating coupled information
extracted from the Web. WICS is one of the component of
our web warehouse, called WHOWEDA (Warehouse of Web
Data) [1]. In WICS, we materialize web information as web
tuples and store them in web tables. We equip WICS with
the basic capability to manipulate web tables and correlate
additional, useful, related web information residing in the
web tables [14]. Note that a web table is a collection of
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directed graphs (i.e., web tuples).
We have introduced the web join operator in [8, 14] as a
web information manipulation operator in WICS. The web
join operator couples related information from two web ta-
bles by concatenating a web tuple of one table with a web
tuple of other table whenever there exists instances of join-
able node variables (identical nodes).
1.1. Motivation
Example 1 Assume a web site at
http://www.panacea.org/ which stores disease
and drug related information. Suppose we have the
following two web tables in our warehouse constructed
by coupling related information from the web site at
http://www.panacea.org/:
1. Web table Diseases stores a list of diseases and their
symptoms, treatments and evaluation details. Figures 1
and 3 depict the web schema of Diseases and a partial
view of the web table respectively 1. Note that the web
schema is also called the query graph and is explic-
itly specified by the user in order to couple information
from the Web.
2. Web table Drugs stores a list of drugs for various dis-
eases and their side effects and uses. Figures 2 and 4
describes the web schema of Drugs and a partial view
of the web table respectively.
Suppose a user wants to extract information related to
symptoms of various diseases and side effects of drugs used
for these diseases using WICS. Clearly, these information
are already stored in tables Diseases and Drugs. The web
join operator enabes us to relate the information from the
1Note that in all figures in this paper, the boxes and directed lines corre-
spond to nodes (Web documents) and links (hyperlinks) respectively. Ob-
serve that some of the nodes and links have keywords imposed on them.
These keywords express the content of the web document or the label of
the hyperlink between the web documents. The dashed arrows signifies the
existence of unbound node and/or link variables
zp
q
x
http://www.panacea.org/
treatment
symptoms
evaluation
Figure 1. Query graph (web schema) of “Dis-
eases”.
http://www.panacea.org/
a
Drug List
b
k
d
side effects
uses
Figure 2. Query graph (Web schema) of “Drugs”.
two web tables. In particular, web join concatenates web
tuples in the web tables based on the joinable node variables
(a and x in Figures 1 and 2 since they have identical URL).
The joined schema and a portion of the joined web table are
shown in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. The black boxes in
Figures 5 and 6 refer to the joinable node variable and in-
stances of it over which concatenation of the web schemas
(coupling frameworks) and web tuples is performed respec-
tively. Each web tuple in the joined web table contains in-
formation related to the symptoms, treatment and evaluation
procedures of a particular disease, and a drug with their uses
and side effects.
Although it seems to be advantageous to couple related
information from two web tables using web join operator,
in many cases the web join operation may also couple irrel-
evant information. For example, consider the web schemas
in Figures 1 and 2. The node variables related to the treat-
ment and evaluation strategies of diseases (node variables q
and p), and the list of drugs and their uses (node variables
b and k) are irrelevant for the user in the above example.
This is because he is only interested in information related
to symptoms of various types of diseases and side effects
of various drugs. These irrelevant information are present
in the joined schema (Figure 5) as web join operation does
not provide a mechanism to eliminate these irrelevant node
variables. Ideally, the structure of the user’s query should
be similar to the web schema (query graph) in Figure 8.
In this paper, we introduce the concept of -web join to re-
solve the above limitation. -web join operation is an im-
portant extension of the web join operation that filters out
irrelevant information from the joined web table. The ba-
x0
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symptoms ofAIDS
AIDS
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x0
http://www.panacea.org
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Figure 3. Partial view of web table “Diseases”.
sic idea of -web join is as follows: Given two web tables,
-web join is initiated explicitly by the user by specifying
a set of web documents (node variables) to be eliminated
from the result of web join operation. The result of -web
join is a web table consisting of a set of collections of inter-
related relevant Web documents from the two input tables.
Note that in many cases, the size of this web table will be
significantly smaller than the size of the web table created
by web join operation. Thus, the -web join operator may
be used to isolate data of interest in a joined web table, al-
lowing subsequent queries to run over a smaller, perhaps
more structured web data. Note that -web join eliminates
irrelevant information, thus it reduces the browsing time.
Due to the reduction in the size of the web tables, the com-
munication cost of distributed web join process over the ge-
ographically separated web tables is minimized.
2 Related Work
There has been considerable work in data model and
query languages for the World Wide Web [11, 12, 13]. For
example, Mendelzon, Mihaila and Milo [13] proposed a
WebSQL query language based on a formal calculus for
querying the WWW. The result of WebSQL query is a set of
web tuples which are flattened immediately to linear tuples.
Konopnicki and Shmueli [11] proposed a high level query-
ing system called the W3QS for the WWW whereby users
may specify content and structure queries on the WWW
and maintain the results of queries as database views of the
WWW. In W3QL, queries are always made to the WWW.
Lakshmanan, Sadri and Subramanian designed WebLog
[12] to be a language for querying and restructuring web
information. Other proposals, namely Lorel [2] and UnQL
[9], aim at querying heterogeneous and semistructured in-
formation. These languages adopt a lightweight data model
to represent data, based on labeled graphs, and concen-
trate on the development of powerful query languages for
these structures. The WebOQL system [3] supports a gen-
eral class of data restructuring operations in the context of
the Web. It synthesizes ideas from query languages for the
Web, for semistructured data and for website restructuring.
The data model proposed in WebOQL is based on ordered
trees where a web is a graph of trees. This model enables
us to navigate, query and restructure graphs of trees. In
this system, the concatenate operator allows us to juxtapose
two trees which can be viewed as the manipulation of trees.
However, none of the above systems addresses the issues
similar to -web join in WICS.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. WHOWEDA - Warehouse Of WEb DAta
With the enormous amount of data stored in the World
Wide Web, it is increasingly important to develop powerful
web warehousing and web data mining tools for querying
and analysis of such data and to generate interesting knowl-
edge from it. The key objective of our web warehousing
project, called WHOWEDA (Warehouse of Web Data), is to
design and implement a web warehouse that materializes
and manages useful information from the Web [14].
WHOWEDA is a data repository of useful, relevant web
information, available for querying and analysis. As rel-
evant information becomes available in the WWW, these
information are coupled from various sources, translated
into a common web data model (Web Information Coupling
Model), and integrated with existing data in WHOWEDA. In
the next section, we briefly describe WICS.
3.2. Web Information Coupling System
The primary components of WICS is a web data model
called Web Information Coupling Model (WICM) and an
algebra called Web Information Coupling Algebra (WICA)
for retrieving information from the Web and manipulating
these information to derive additional useful information.
3.2.1 Web Information Coupling Model (WICM)
Web Objects
It consists of a hierarchy of web objects. The funda-
mental objects are Nodes and Links. Nodes correspond
a0 d3b2 Beta Carotene
Side effects of Beta Carotene
Uses of Beta Carotenek2
a0 b1 d1
k1
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Side effects of Beta Carotene
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a0 d3Beta Carotene
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Figure 4. Partial view of web table “Drugs”.
to HTML or plain text documents and links correspond
to hyper-links interconnecting the documents in the World
Wide Web. We define a Node type and a Link type to
refer to these two sets of distinct objects. These objects
consist of a set of attributes such as: Node = [url,
title, format, size, date, text] and Link =
[source-url, target-url, label, link-type].
Note that hyperlinks in the WWW may be characterized
into three types: interior, local, and global [13].
The next higher level of abstraction is a web tuple. A
web tuple is a set of connected, directed graphs each con-
sisting of a set of nodes and links which are instances of
Node and Link respectively. A collection of web tuples is
called a web table. If the table is materialized, we asso-
ciate a name with the table. There is a schema (see next sec-
tion) associated with every web table. A web database
consists of a set of web tables.
Web Schema
A web schema contains meta-information that binds the
web tuples in a web table. Web tables are materialized re-
sults of web queries. In WICS, a user expresses a web query
using a query graph. A query graph is a directed, connected
graph consisting of nodes and links.
When the query graph in Figure 1 is evaluated, a set
of web tuples each satisfying the query graph is harnessed
from the WWW. By collecting the tuples as a table, the
query graph may be used as the table’s schema to bind the
tuples. Hence, the web schema of a table is the query graph
that is used to derive the table. Formally, a web schema is
an ordered 4-tuple S = hX
n
; X
`
; C; P i where X
n
is a set
of node variables, X
`
is a set of link variables, C is a set of
connectivities (in Disjunctive Normal Form), and P is a set
of predicates (in Disjunctive Normal Form).
Observe that some of the nodes and links in the figures
have keywords imposed on them. To express these condi-
tions, we introduced node and link variables in the query
graph. Thus, in Figure 2, node d represents those web doc-
uments which contain the words ‘side effects’ in the text or
title. In other words, variables denote arbitrary instances of
Node or Link. There are two special variables: a node vari-
able denoted by the symbol ‘#’ and a link variable denoted
by the symbol ‘-’. These two variables differ from the other
variables in that they are never bound (these variables are
not assigned any predicates in the schema).
Structural properties of web tuples are expressed by a
set of connectivities. Formally, a connectivity k is an ex-
pression of the form: xhiy where x 2 X
n
; y 2 X
n
, and 
is a regular expression over X
`
. (The angle brackets around
 are used for delimitation purposes only.) Thus, xhiy de-
scribes a path or a set of possible paths between two nodes
x and y.
Predicates provide a means to impose additional
conditions on web information to be retrieved. Let
p be a predicate. If x; y are node or link vari-
ables then the following are possible forms of pred-
icates: p(x)  [x:attribute CONTAINS "A"] or
p(x)  [x:attribute EQUALS "A"] and p(x; y) 
[x:attribute = y:attribute] where attribute refers
to an attribute of Node, Link or link type, A is a reg-
ular expression over the ASCII character set, x and y are
arguments of p.
Consider the query graphs (Figures 1 and 2) in Exam-
ple 1. The web schemas of these query graphs are given
below:
Example 2 Produce a list of diseases and their symptoms,
treatment and evaluation procedures starting from the web
site at http://www.panacea.org/.
We express the schema of the above query
by S
i
= hX
n
i
; X
`
i
; C
i
; P
i
i where X
n
i
=
fx; z; q; pg; X
`
i
= f-g; and C
i
 k
i
1
^ k
i
2
^ k
i
3
such that k
i
1
= xh-
+
iz; k
i
2
= xh-
+
ip; k
i
3
= xh-
+
iq
and P
i
 p
i
1
^ p
i
2
^ p
i
3
^ p
i
4
such that p
i
1
(x) 
[x:url EQUALS "http://www.panacea.org/"]; p
i
2
(p) 
[p:title CONTAINS "evaluation"]; p
i
3
(z) 
[z:title CONTAINS "symptoms"]; p
i
4
(q) 
[q:title CONTAINS "treatment"]: Note that -
denotes one unbound link and -+ denotes one or more
unbound links.
Example 3 Produce a list of drugs for various diseases,
their side effects and uses starting from the web site at
http://www.panacea.org/
List of diseases
z
q
p
b
Drug list
d
k
treatment
symptoms
evaluation
side effects
uses
a
Figure 5. Web schema of joined web table.
http://www.panacea.org/.
We express the schema of the above query by
S
j
= hX
n
j
; X
`
j
; C
j
; P
j
i where X
n
j
= fa; b; k; dg;
X
`
j
= f-g; C
j
 k
j
1
^ k
j
2
^ k
j
3
such that
k
j
1
= ah-ib; k
j
2
= bh-
+
id; k
j
3
= bh-
+
ik and
P
j
 p
j
1
^ p
j
2
^ p
j
3
^ p
j
4
^ p
j
5
such that p
j
1
(a) 
[a:url EQUALS "http://www.panacea.org/"];
p
j
2
(b)  [b:title CONTAINS "Drug List"];
p
j
3
(k)  [k:title CONTAINS "uses"]; p
j
4
(d) 
[d:title CONTAINS "side effects"].
3.2.2 Web Information Coupling Algebra (WICA)
The Web Information Coupling Algebra (WICA) provides
a formal foundation for data representation and manipu-
lation for the web warehouse. The basic algebraic opera-
tors include global and local web coupling, web select, web
project, web join, web intersection, web union, etc [5]. In
this section, we briefly describe the web project and web
join operator which we need explain the concept of -web
join. Then, we introduce the concept of web bag. Web bag
is a web table with duplicate web tuples and is a by-product
of web project operation. A complete description of web
project and web bag is given in [4].
Web Join
The web join operator combines two web tables by con-
catenating a web tuple of one table with a web tuple of
other table whenever there exist joinable nodes (identical
nodes or web documents). Let W
i
and W
j
be two web
tables with schemas S
i
= hX
n
i
; X
`
i
; C
i
; P
i
i and S
j
=
hX
n
j
; X
`
j
; C
j
; P
j
i respectively. Then W
i
and W
j
are join-
able if and only if there exist at least one node variable
(joinable node variable) in S
i
and in S
j
which refers to an
identical (having the same content) node or web document.
Treatment of
symptoms of
\evaluation of 
Cancer
Cancer
Cancer
Cancer
q2
z2
p2
Uses of
http://www.panacea.org
Cancer
Beta Carotene
Beta Carotene
b2 Side effects of Beta Carotene
d3
k2
a0
Treatment of
symptoms of
\evaluation of 
AIDS
AIDS
AIDS
AIDS
q1
z1
p1
http://www.panacea.org
AIDS
Uses of
Indavir
b1
d1
k1
Indavir
Side effects of Indavir
a0
Figure 6. Partial view of the joined web table.
Consider the following predicates of the
node variables x and a in Examples 2 and 3
where a 2 X
n
j
and x 2 X
n
i
: p
j
1
(a) 
[a:url EQUALS "http://www.panacea.org/"]; p
i
1
(x)
 [x:url EQUALS "http://www.panacea.org/"]:
Since the node variables a and x of S
i
and S
j
re-
spectively refers to the same web document at URL
‘http://www.panacea.org/’, the web tables W
i
(Dis-
eases) and W
j
(Drugs) are joinable 2. The joinable nodes
are a and x. The joined web tuples are materialized in
a separate web table. As one of the joinable nodes with
identical URLs is superfluous in the resulting web table, we
keep only one joinable node variable (i.e, a or x).
Formally, we define W
wj
= W
i
./ W
j
is a set of web
tuples satisfying schema S
wj
= hX
n
wj
; X
`
wj
, C
wj
; P
wj
i
where X
n
wj
is the set of node variables appearing in P
wj
,
X
`
wj
is the set of link variables appearing in P
wj
, C
wj
and
P
wj
are obtained from S
i
and S
j
. For further details on web
join, the reader is referred to [8, 14].
Example 4 Consider the Diseases and Drugs ta-
bles as described in Example 1. These two web
tables are joinable over the node variables x and a
since the instances of x and a are identical (identical
URL http://www.panacea.org/). Perform-
ing a web join on these web tables creates a joined
web table (Figure 6). The schema of this joined
web table is shown in Figure 5. Formally, let the
joined schema be S
wj
= hX
n
wj
; X
`
wj
; C
wj
; P
wj
i
where X
n
wj
= fa; z; q; p; b; k; dg; X
`
wj
= f-g;
C
wj
 k
1
^ k
2
^ k
3
^ k
4
^ k
5
^ k
6
such that
2We assume that the last modification dates of these pages are identical.
That is, web documents with same URLs are identical in contents.
k
1
= ah-ib; k
2
= bh-
+
id; k
3
= bh-
+
ik,
k
4
= ah-
+
ip; k
5
= ah-
+
iz, k
6
= ah-
+
iq; and
P
wj
 p
1
^ p
2
^ p
3
^ p
4
^ p
5
^ p
6
^ p
7
such that p
1
(a) 
[a:url EQUALS "http://www.panacea.org/"];
p
2
(b)  [b:title CONTAINS "Drug List"];
p
3
(k)  [k:title CONTAINS "uses"]; p
4
(d) 
[d:title CONTAINS "side effects"], p
5
(p) 
[p:title CONTAINS "eval uation"]; p
6
(z) 
[z:title CONTAINS "symptoms"]; p
7
(q) 
[q:title CONTAINS "treatment"].
Web Project
The web project operation on a web table extracts portions
of a web tuple satisfying certain project conditions. These
conditions are expressed as node and link variables and/or
connectivities between the node variables. The web project
is used to isolate data of interest in a web table, allowing
subsequent web queries to execute over smaller web table,
perhaps having more complete web schema.
Given a web table W with schema S = hX
n
; X
`
; C; P i,
a web project on W computes a new web table W 0 or a web
bag W
b
with schema S
p
= hX
n
p
; X
`
p
; C
p
; P
p
i. The com-
ponents of S
p
depends on the project condition(s). Note
that, unlike relational project, the web project operation
does not remove duplicate web tuples automatically. The
projected collection of web tuples may contain identical
web tuples. In this case, it is called a web bag. Formally,
we define web project as W
b
= 
hproject condition(s)i
(W )
where  is the web project operator. The duplicate elimi-
nation process is then initiated explicitly by the user and is
performed by the following operation: W 0 = Distinct(W
b
)
where W
b
is a web bag and W 0 is the projected web
table with distinct web tuples. Note that if a web bag
is not created after a web project operation then W 0 =

hproject condition(s)i
(W ). Note that in web project, we
specify the node variables to be eliminated in the project
conditions, as opposed to relational project, where we spec-
ify the attributes to be projected from a relation.
A user may explicitly specify any one of the conditions
or any combination of the three conditions identified below
to initiate a web project operation.
 Set of node variables: A set of node variables to
eliminate from the web table.
 Start-node variable and end-node variable: To
eliminate all the instances of node variables between
two node variables.
 Node variable and depth of links: This condition re-
stricts the set of nodes to be eliminated within a limited
number of links starting from the specified node vari-
able.
Example 5 Continuing with Example 1, the set of project
conditions P
c
for the joined web table is given as: P
c
=
f(b; k; q; p), (start-node variable a and end-node variable q),
(start-node variable a and end-node variable p), (start-node
variable b and end-node variable k), (start-node variable b
and end-node variable d)g.
Web Bag
Informally, a web bag is a web table containing multiple oc-
currences of identical web tuples[4]. Recall that a web tuple
is a set of inter-linked documents retrieved from the WWW
which satisfies a query graph. A web bag may only be cre-
ated by eliminating some of the nodes from web tuples of a
web table using the web project operator. As we shall see in
Section 4, a web bag may be created due to -web join op-
eration. For example, consider the collection of web tuples
in Figure 7. The third and fourth web tuples (web tuples
with black nodes), denoted by t
3
and t
4
are identical, i.e.,
t
3
= t
4
. This is because the set of URLs and the connectiv-
ities of the nodes are identical in both the web tuples. Thus,
the collection of web tuples can be considered as a web bag.
4 Concept of -Web Join
In this section, we start by formally defining the -web
join operator. Then, we show how to construct the -joined
web table and its schema.
4.1 Definition
In WICS, a web join followed by a web project operation
is used quite commonly to eliminate irrelevant nodes from
the joined web tuples. We denote this combined operation
as a -web join. The -web join operator, denoted by the
symbol ./, is a binary operator and is used to combine web
tuples from two web tables containing relevant nodes. This
operation eliminates irrelevant nodes from the joined web
tuples created by concatenating web tuples of one web table
with a web tuples of another table whenever there exists
joinable nodes.
Formally, let W
i
andW
j
be two web tables with schemas
S
i
= hX
n
i
; X
`
i
; C
i
; P
i
i and S
j
= hX
n
j
; X
`
j
; C
j
; P
j
i re-
spectively. Let N be the set of joinable node variables in
W
i
and W
j
such that N 2 X
n
i
[ X
n
j
and P
c
be the
set of project conditions to eliminate irrelevant nodes from
the joined web tuples. Furthermore, let N
p
(i) be the set
of node variables to be eliminated based on the condition
P
c
(i) 2 P
c
8 0 < i  jP
c
j. Then, the -web join between
the web tables W
i
and W
j
based on the project condition(s)
P
c
is expressed as : W
i
P
c
./ W
j
where for each project con-
dition P
c
(i) 2 P
c
, N
p
(i) \ N = ;. That is, the set of
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Figure 7. -joined web bag.
node variables to be eliminated from the joined web table
should not include any one of the joinable node variables.
Each web tuple in the -joined web table must retain the
instances of joinable node variable(s) of one of the input
schema. The justification of retaining the joinable nodes is
to preserve the correlation between the resultant informa-
tion captured from the two input web tables (each instance
of z and d correlates to a particular disease in x or a) after
-web join operation.
4.2 Construction
We first show how to determine if two web tables are -
joinable and then we proceed to construct the -joined web
table and its schema.
4.2.1 Checking -Web Joinability
Given the web schemas S
i
= hX
n
i
; X
`
i
; C
i
; P
i
i and S
j
=
hX
n
j
; X
`
j
; C
j
; P
j
i of input web tables W
i
and W
j
, and a
set of project condition(s) P
c
, the output of this procedure
is the decision whether the two web tables are -joinable.
If they are, then we obtain a set of joinable node variables
N
i
and N
j
where N
i
2 X
n
i
and N
j
2 X
n
j
. Otherwise, the
web tables cannot be -joined. We first identify whether
the two web tables are joinable by inspecting the two input
web tables. In case they are joinable, we identify the set of
joinable node variables (node variables participating in the
web join). Once the joinable node variables are determined,
we check whether the given web tables are -joinable based
on the project condition(s) P
c
. If the set of node variables
to be eliminated from the joined schema includes any one
of the joinable node variables then the web tables W
i
and
W
j
are not -joinable for the given project conditions P
c
.
Otherwise, it is possible to perform a -web join on W
i
and
http://www.panacea.org/
d
symptoms
side effects
a z
Figure 8. Web schema of -joined web table.
W
j
.
Example 6 Consider the web schemas of Diseases and
Drugs in Example 2 and 3. The -web joinability of these
two web tables are determined as follows: We evaluate the
web schemas of Diseases and Drugs to determine if these
two web tables are joinable. Since we can identify join-
able node variables from these web schemas, the web tables
are joinable. The joinable node variables are N
i
= fxg
and N
j
= fag. The node variables to be eliminated are
N
p
= fb; k; q; pg. Since, the set of node variables to be
eliminated from the joined web schema does not include
any one of the joinable node variables, the web tables are
-joinable.
4.2.2 Construction of -Web Joined Schema
First, we construct the joined schema of the web table W
i
and W
j
. The joined schema is constructed by integrating
the two input web schemas and removing one of the join-
able node variables from the integrated schema. The formal
construction details of the joined schema is given in [8, 6].
Once the joined schema is constructed, we proceed to create
the -joined web schema. We modify the four components
of the schema based on the project conditions. We first iden-
tify the set of node and link variables to be eliminated from
the schema of the joined web table W
wj
based on the speci-
fied project conditions and delete these variables fromX
n
wj
and X
`
wj
. Then, it identifies the set of connectivities and
predicate set involving the nodes and link variables to be
deleted from the joined schema and remove them from C
wj
and P
wj
. Note that it is not necessary that all the node and
link variables to be removed are bound. The schema of the
-joined web table or web bag is then created by the resul-
tant node and link variables and their associated connectiv-
ities and predicates. Figure 8 depicts the -joined schema
based on project conditions in Example 1.
Example 7 Consider the project conditions in Ex-
ample 1. The schema of the -joined web ta-
ble is shown below (Figure 8). Let the -joined
schema be S
pj
= hX
n
pj
; X
`
pj
; C
pj
; P
pj
i where
X
n
pj
= fa; z; dg; X
`
pj
= f-g; C
pj
 k
1
such that
http://www.panacea.org
Alzheimer’s Disease
z0
symptoms of
Alzheimer Disease
http://www.panacea.org
symptoms ofAIDS
AIDS
z1
Side effects
Side effects
of Donepezil
Indavir
http://www.panacea.org
symptoms ofCancer
Cancer
z2
Side effects
Beta Carotene
d0
d1
d3
http://www.panacea.org/cancer/drugs/side-effects/Bcarotene.htm
http://www.panacea.org/cancer/ http://www.panacea.org/cancer/symptoms.htm
a0
a0
a0
Figure 9. -joined web table (after duplicate
elimination)..
k
1
= ah-
+
iz; and P
pj
 p
1
^ p
2
^ p
3
such that p
1
(a) 
[a:url EQUALS "http://www.panacea.org/"]p
1
(d) 
[d:title CONTAINS "side effects"]; p
2
(z) 
[z:title CONTAINS "symptoms"].
4.2.3 Construction of -Web Joined Table
We now proceed to create the -joined web table. We con-
struct the joined web table first by concatenating the input
web tuples over the instances of the joinable node variables.
Next, we delete some of the nodes and links from each
joined web tuple based on the project condition(s) P
c
us-
ing the web project operation. Then, we compare each web
tuple with the other to determine the existence of duplicate
tuples. If identical tuples are located, then the collection of
web tuples is a web bag. For example, Figure 7 represents a
web bag based on the project conditions in Example 1. We
may eliminate the duplicate web tuples and store only dis-
tinct web tuples. Figure 9 depicts -joined web table after
duplicate elimination. Otherwise, the set of tuples after web
project operation results in -joined web table with distinct
web tuples.
5 Benefits
By eliminating irrelevant information, -web join helps
to reduce the cognitive overhead and storage cost associated
with a joined web table. It also helps in minimizing the
amount of data transmitted over the network in distributed
web join processing. Recall that a web tuple is a directed
graph containing nodes (web documents) and links between
the nodes. However, not all nodes in a web tuple may be
relevant to the user. The predicates on the link and node
variables as defined in the web schema expedite the process
of locating relevant nodes in a web tuple since it enables us
to speculate with reasonable accuracy the actual content of
nodes and links. Although it is possible to identify relevant
nodes efficiently in a web tuple containing few nodes, in
general, locating relevant web documents in a web tuple
containing large number of nodes may be frustrating and
tedious. This situation may occur in a concatenated web
tuple in a joined web table where there is a high possibility
of existence of large number of nodes (since it combines
nodes from two web tuples into a single joined web tuple).
As large number of unbound nodes and links may exist
in a web tuple, the task of locating relevant nodes become
significantly harder. Note that, it may be difficult to surmise
the actual content of an unbound node or link as the are not
defined by predicates in the web schema. Thus, the exis-
tence of unbound nodes and links aggravate the problem of
identifying relevant nodes in a joined web tuple. -web join
helps to eliminate these unbound node and links and reduce
cognitive overhead associated with the joined web table.
The web schema beyond its use to define the structure
of the web data in a web table, also serves two important
purposes: First, it enables us to understand the structure of
the web table and form meaningful queries over it. Second,
a web query processor relies on the schema to devise effi-
cient plans for computing query results. Without a well de-
fined schema, both these tasks become significantly harder.
Although it may be possible to manually browse a small
web table, in general forming a meaningful query is diffi-
cult without a schema or some kind of structural summary
of the underlying web table. Further, a lack of information
about the structure of a web table can cause a query proces-
sor to resort to exhaustive searches. -web join may resolve
these problems by removing unbound node and links to im-
prove the structural information of the joined schema for
subsequent query processing.
6 Summary
In this paper, we have introduced the concept of -web
join in a web warehouse and discussed the construction of
-joined web table and its schema. Our paper focus on
how -web join may be used to resolve the shortcoming
of web join operation in WHOWEDA. Currently, we have
implemented the -web join operator and have interfaced
it with other web operators. Due to space limitations, we
have not reported the analysis of above mentioned benefits
in detail here. Please refer to [6] for further details.
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